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PREAABLE
PJRSONAL HISTORY .
CCI.M1RCIAL . ACT IVIkI3 IN ENGLAND AND GERM
BETWEEN.1932 arid 1939. •
PRISONLIN col4N2cTlogt WITH 'SGHARPF
and, .KPUE'r; .
8P.I3W .E.140W6A

Although PriSoner has been intertotated under some pressure, it
has not been possible. to establish a connection between his. commorcial
adtiVities it ENGLAND, hid alleged espionage activities, and his later
rdle in the Abw.

In this connection RITTER ) WEESSHUN and PRXTORIUS (former Prisoners
at . DM) • . • have been interrogated on. their knowledge of Prisoner,
but they were unable to throw any light on his alleged.worklbrthe GIS
in ENGLAND before the war. . They agreed unanimously, however ) that .
Prisoner was. quite unsuitable for Abw work and that his unorthodox and
exaggerated ideas and plans inevitably brought him into conflict with
his superior officers. RITTER• who was responsible for Prisoner's initial
training in HADIBURG ,, is of the opinion that if Prisoner had been engaged
on espionage in ENGLAND before the war, he would certainly have
heard. about it.

3.	 Prisoner states that he has never been to PORTUGAL, POUNANIA, SPAIN
or NORTH AFRICA (re • HUNGARY . see Appendix 0, para 130)4

In spite of Prisoner's seemingly genuine desire to co.-operate, his
bad:memory for dates and detail necessarily make this report. incomplete.

5.	 In spite of accusations brought against him, Prisoner claims to be
anglophile in his outlook. He states that he never had any sympathy
for National Socialism and that he was never a member of the Party . or
any of, itt affiliations.

DAZEL

1901 - 14
1914 - 18
1919

•
1920 - 25'

1925

• II, PERSONAL HISTORY 

Educated . at primary,andseCondary schools,
hilitary service.'
Granted leave to find civilian post and finally demobilised
A Oct 19.
Apprentice' and later Prokurist in his uncle's , export
and import firm' in HAABURG, Carl LI12311R, •
•Set up his own business, an export and import agency
nder the name of Friedrich LIFRER. Paid his first y

,,visit toENGLAND during this year,	 . .
-Became th7470.17A for ENGLAND of the mirror manufacturers
Paul.ZISCHKA, HAIMURG-ALTONA, and of the firm .of HEINE.• (,z CO,

' a sausage concern. Shortly afterwards he
/2 •'SECRET
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also became the representative in ENGLAND of the ENGEL-
HARDT brewery; 75121t IN.

1934	 Together with a : friend, FaUl THORMANN 0 a Jewish emigrant
from MUNICH, PriSoner set up a mirror factory in ENGLAND
under the name of REXOR Ltd.i He later sold his share
in the business to THORN.

19 -)2 - 39	 From about 19320 Prisener visited_ piGLAND practically.
,c_:!y_sLrily_year, first to attend the British Industries Fair
in LONDON and secondly in connection with his Work as a
comciercial representative to contact various British firms
(for list, of these firms see CSDIC(WE4 PiR .1)+6)

5 Jun 39	 Called up as a Reserve Officer to Ast HANBURG for Abw
training in Ref I L.

15 Jul - 9 Oct Posted to .,1,st KIEL (kibrv Hap 4HLINDABIJ 0 where he was
39	 subordinated to Rof T h] (Kap Lt Dr,ROTH) as Ref I L.
10 Oct 39 -	 Prisoner was pested tip Ast BERLIN lobA BRUSSATIS)
30 Jun 41	 because of various disagrooDonts with Kap Lt ROTH.

prisoner worked under the Leiter I Obstl ROSENTRETER,
who was also Ref I Li In the course of his work Prisoner
often quarrelled with BRUSSAIS, wach .probably led . to
his dis52issal from Abw I by order of OKW (13 Jul 4.1)a'

11 Jun 40	 Married Anni LIEB)JR n6c BROCKMitLER.
1 Aug 41 -	 pent to Ast HANOVER, where ho worked for III L.
31 1;i4r 42
1 Apr -	 Discharged from Abw and posted to Luftgaukdo HAA:URG0
30 Sep 42	 where he worked in Abt Ic.
1 Oct 42 -	 With Luftgaukdo MUNSTER, where he worked as Lageroffizier
25 Aug 44	 Ic 4nd Deputy Loiter.
15 Aug 44	 Applied for discharge from VI chrmacht on grounds of

ill-health.
26 Aug 44 - In hospital at K:EUTH, Res Lazarett • TEG.CRNSEE.
23 Jul 45	 Arrested by Americans.
19 Apr 46	 Arrived CSDIC(WEA).' •

DIC
COG(BE) 
15 Oct 46
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APPENDIX A

C01ERCIAL ACTIVITIES IN aiGLAND I,ND GERI1A.NY aETWEEN 1932 and. 1939

1. Introduction

Prisoner firmly denies having established anInt Service in ENGLAND.
He maintains that he was in consequence never decorated for special work and
also denies having employed 15 agents, one of whom was running a travel
agency in LONDON. He further 'denies having submitted photographs or reports
of any description to the GIS. He attributes his being suspected of
espionage to his activities in ENGLAND for the firm of Anton ZISCHKA in
HAMBURG.

2. 1932

Prisoner states that in autumn 32 he became sole agent for ENGLAND of
Anton ZISCHKA, H=URG-ALTCNA, manufacturer of mirroii. ZrgOHKIOyed
a photographer in his firm, Paul SCHMERSAHL, a friend of Prisoner, who
travelled about taking photographs of shops . and business premises. The
printed photographs. were then fixed on to the back of-the mirrors, and sold
to the shops in question, who used them for advertising purposes.

Prisoner, who was intrcducd to ZISCHKA .• by Paul SCHMERSAHL, obtained
his position as agent in ENGLAND on the condition that he covered his. own
travelling expenses and also those of SCI-E2RS. :,31, whom he was to take with
him as his photographer. Prisoner agreed to this and he and SCHMERSABL
left for ENGLAND on 10 or 11 Nov 32, disembarking at SOUTHAMPTON, where-
they found accommodation at the Rolls Aotel. In order not to waste any •
time, SCHMERSAHL startod taking photoLraphs of various firms in SOUTWZION
almost inmo.diaT6iy.-- Iiittr-:=Trtim-riPriZener • found-h-iar-WITLed to
look out for an interpreter, and also for cheaper lodgings.. As he had no

LA
personal connections . in SOThlitialPTON, he. madean appointment at the German

-----130.n.s.111ateL_c/ 1.-TT■1.111: 2 	 - .OGE • Rival Mail Buildings. Here he met a MI"
RROiC who introduced him to S IlUTIO a German clerk amployed by HMNNIKER

3. 1933

Shortly after the New Year, Prisoner returned to SOUTHAMPTON, and a few
days . later, he, SCHMERSAHL and Mrs JOINER travelled to LONDON, who= they
hoped to find •a new market for their goods. They rented A. small flat in
Hammersmith Road (?), In order to be able to deal with any orders received
f-FCE -his reps in SOUTHi-drIPTON; Prisoner asked SCILSE? if he could use the
German Consulate as his official address; SCHARPF agreed to this, and
Prisoner had the address cio HENNIKER & HOGGE, German Consulate, Royal,
Mail Buildings, printed on his visiting cards and writing paper.

SECRET
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_dc _ 11=E. SCHARFF, according t risoner, was ofgrea le p o im, as e
introduced him to various peoPle in SOUTHAEPTON, among whom Prisoner remembers

KNOP & Col_SOUTFaMPTON, who found him accommodation with
a-Miss SIMS at 12 -Vii-iOnaie -in1171Fi-JO-INER a German who married an
Englishman during the COeUpation of-th-e-PHIVEaND after the 1914.-18 war.
Prisoner later engaged Mrs JOINER as his interpreter and secretary. SCHARFF
also managed to engage a few representatives for Prisoner, of whom he
remembers only one by the name of SMITH. On one occasion, Prisoner bought
some picture ,,postcards of various ships of the UNION CASTLE Line, which he
sent to ZISCHKA in HAMBURG, as Prisoner intended to approach the shipping
company on the subject of his mirrors. In the meantime, Prisoner found it
impossible to carry on in ENGLAND under the then existing financial conditions,
and as his business made only slow progress, he decided' to return to HAMBURG
at Christmas 32 in order to come to a better financial agreement with.ZISCHKA.



While his business in SOUTI1:2:1PTON showed some imprevem:-.Int, no headway
was made in LONDON and he found himself obliged to dismiss Mrs JOINER and .
SCI-E.TERSIIEL. During the they had been in his employment, Prisoner had.
paid their expenses , cut of his awn Pocket, including a small salary, the
amount of which he cannot remember. Then, thrc;ugh the owner (.11.r IILTHAN)
of KIRICYc7.-. DUNN, Old Land. Street, Prisoner obtained anirfi bduction to
LYOWS, tradby lia.11, -Where he received an order for about 50,000 mirrors.

---d-ciTivery of such a big order occasioned certain difficulties, so
Prisoner retUrned to II:.,1f3URG in summer 33 to discuss the deal with ZISCITC.i...

In summer 33, his fiance (later his wife), Armi DROCKM:ciLT,RIK,.. joined
hire in SOUTHiJ2TON. Together they spent a fortnight on the ISLE OF WIGHT.
They then travelled to LONDON where they stayed for a few days only. She
th'eri accompanied him to I-L.,.1,!DURG.

During his stay in LONDON in 1933, Prisoner made the following
acquaintances:

Mr Dii.R.CY, of the .:1.3DULLa cigarette factory. .
C.O.F. RIGET, of L.SSOCI;,.TED L:i---Ti'LLANCES Ltd.

J
Mr J KISSNER, of FILDOT Ltd.

t • Mr Jacob tilL.S&ERI:LI\DI , of the ROY.id, E XCHL.NGE.
e

Mr Paul THOPJ,L.,NN, a Jewish er.ii•J.,rant from MINICH, with • whom Prisoner
later founder aaIOR Ltd.

Whilst in LONDON, he also became agent for the German sausage concern,
HEINE ez Co, H.,^,LDERSMDT. Prisoner had received a request from this firm's
agent in 1.-1.1..LTURG to assist in finding an agent for the firm. Prisoner
replied that he would be willing to take over the position himself, and that
in order to come to an agreement to their mutual satisfaction, he would
contact the firm on his next visit- to GER.LIVY. Late summer 33 found Prisoner
back in C-EIRIILNY, where he supervised the delivery of the LYONS order, .which
had to be done in copperplate printing by the Hid.MURGER FRDTENELATT,
ZISCI-T.,%.'s plant was unsuitable , for the task.

During his stay in GERIT.,...NY, Prisoner visited. 	 Sc Co regarding his
p2sition as their . rep in ENGL .-ND, and. later he also obtained the agency for
KUI-ITE & Co, LITON, mustard manufacturers.

4. 1934.

In Feb 34, Prisoner returned to LONDON, where he shared a flat with •
Paul THOR:I...NV . at 12 -16 	 ,71-1E717=MT:="raIDON Tir 2, a boarding house belonging
to PILLLYRIST. Pri,373—"an"7"7ii.N KETTWICH, and also a
Miss  EW-NS, who were living at the boarding house at that time. Prisoner
and ITLN KETTWICH bought a second-hand car together, which they frequently
used for pleasure tri-os into the country. 	 •

Early in 1934. Prisoner learned that ZISCHK.,.i. had 'committed suicide,
Prisoner .;343.1..Z1,,Q.P.4Z -N,.. at the surtestiOn of the latter, decided to start

mirror firm' in LONDON; •••••a.nd•OR Ltd was establish:Bd. Tr-IORDILITZT,
who financed the business, paid Prisonera".—Ze713771-ige of £6. 10. 0. and
allotted him 50;_ of the shares, which amounted to £50. Prisoner later sold.
the shares back to II;.ORMil.1\IN, With the delivery of the LYONS order his
connection with ZISCHLI t s firm lapsed.

During his stay in LONDON in 1934, Prisoner became the rep of the
following firms:-
a) He was asked to look after the sale of a numb::-.!r of cash boxes .belonging

to the LONDON branch of a cash box firm in SCNL Owing to financial
difficulties, this branch was forced to close down. 	 •b) R3TI-ILISEEIR.GER ec Sohn, a Swiss firm of cheese !oanufacturers. This
firm applied for a re!) in GID through the German Consulate in
SOU. az:LITTON, and SCI-aRPF referred it to Prisoner.
Through a member of the Aufsichtsrat of .HEINE ec Co, who was also a
member of the	 s ch. t s rat of the ENGFLT-IL.RDT brewery in I2ERLIN, he
became the rep in DNIGL./..ND of this firm. In LONDON he contacted PILSNER
URQUELL Ltd (Mr HEUMgIN  and Mr..2110R-LIDIS), who agreed to buy
WINTERI-IUDER PILSNER, anENGELHLRDT product.

/iii
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As Prisoner thought that he would soon be able to enlarge his business
in ENG14::.ND, he rented • an office at.12 (?) . BucklersUnIy, near the 14211.11
Exchanee belonging,to a certain Mr LOV7LT, SITJFEly afterwards, When
Prisoner decided to give un the office, he and Mr LOVELL disagreed in
connection with certain goods, including a number of cash-boxes, which
Prisoner had etc:red at the office.

Prisoner states that during . this time, he saw SCHARFF only on his
arrival and departure from SOUTHAMPTON. He did not have to depend on SCHARPF
for his . mail, as it was forwarded direct to his address in Pembridge Gardens.
He had, however, some business leaflets printed for HEINE & Co and for
himself in connection with German inventions and novelty prcductions and, •
with the approval of SCFLRPF, added c/o German Consulate, Royal Mail
Buildings, SeUTI-TAI.TION, which proved to be of good advertisement value to
his business.

Being a member of the "Erfinderhaus" in HAMBURG, which handled the
latest inventions in GERMLN4 Prisoner had for some time tried to sell some
of the patents in ENGLLND. The patents related to kitchen utensils and
children's toys. During 1934, this branch of his business improved consider-
ably, as various British firms gradually began to produce German toys and
kitchen utensils under licence. In this connection, Prisoner made several
business deals with Mr PAGET•of ASSOCIATED i&PLTe.NCES Ltd. Furthermore,
Prisoner had been advised by a friend of his, DOMER, in HAMDURG, a member
of the Reichseierverwertung (REV), to try to sell German eggs in ENGLAND.
If the attempt proved fruitful, BREUKER also promised that Prisoner should
have a good position at the REV. Consequently, he contacted the Enraish egg
importing firm KEVILL & KEVILL, Snowhill, Holborn, who agreed to buy any
number of German eggs Prisoner could obtain for them. Prisoner informed
the REV by telegram and was subseqUently asked to came to BERLIN to discuss
the matter. As a result, he travelled to BERLIN in Jun. 34, and was given a
Position as Gesch!Iftsfthrer at the REV in order first to gain working
experience of the firm. In Oct 34, however, he Was accused of embezzlement
and the court case which followed dragged on until 1936, when Prisoner was
at last acquitted. In the meantime, Prisoner had to stay in GERMANY, where
he earned hie living by conducting negotiations between the REV, and the
ROSSI-LIVELT cold Storage depot in HAMBURG. The owners of this depot were
the British firm BEHR & MATTHEW, and Prisoner concluded a lease agreement
'whereby the REV took over the depot for a number of years.

Prisoner had been asked by Paul THORMANN to purchase a stamping•and
Punching machine in GERMANY; he therefore went to AUE in SAXONY, where -
he acquired such- a machine from the KIRCHEIS machine factory. Here, bis
British business card, which he had had specially printed in ENGUND,
giving the German Consulate in SOUTHAMPTON as his official postal address,
proved to be of great help as far as the purchase and despatch of' the
machines were. concerned.

After Prisoner's acquittal in 1936, he wanted to return to ENGLAND
immediately, but, contrary to previous assurances given to him by the
German authorities, he was than told, that he could not take . with 'him some
2900 which he had had in his posseSsion on his return from ENGLAND . in
1 934. This led to innumerable difficulties, as Prisoner had only a very
small bank balance in M\TGLD. He therefore decided to go to ENGLAND for a
few lays some time in'1956 in order to arrange the return of ea number Of
cash boxes and cheep 	 worth about Li40, which were stored at the.,
office of Er LOVELL. Prisoner, however, could not trace Er LOVELLand,
as he had no money left, he was forced to return to GERMANY where he
carried on his business as usual, representing various smaller firms in •
HAMDURG.

5.	 1937

Prisoner paid yet another visit to PlgLAND in Aug-Sep 37, staying at
12 Pembridge Gardens. As he arrived practically penninn7and as the
length 9f his stcy depended mainly on his financial position, he immediately
tried to contact Mr LOVELL to obtain the right of disposal of goods which he
had tried to sell for the firms SCHNIDT and DROGE NANALD in HAMBURG.
Prisoner claims hOW:War, that he did not succeed in contacting LOVELL.

SECRET 'iv.



' Prisoner was offered the use of the office premises of Mr PAGET of
ASSOCIATED APPLIANCES Ltd ftee of charge, and in return PAGET was given
first option on any German patents or novelties on the market. After about
a fortnight, he returned to I-L',1 •743URG, where he intended tc bring an action
against LOVELL, but he was later advised by his solicitor not to .do so, as
the costs of the action would greatly exceed the value of the goods involved.

6.	 1938

.prisoner, who for some years had been visiting the DIP, was not able
to do so in spring 38 as he was 9xpecting to be called up as a reserve offr
for manoeuvres, in which he subsequontly took part at HILNOVER.

In summer 38, Prisoner again spent about foul2melssilLICIIM. where

he tried in vain to contact LOVELL in order to. bring 'about the return of
his goods. He lived at 12 Pembridge Gardens and used the offiCe premises
of Pir 'PAGET, for whom he had again obtained some patents in HAMBURG.
Prisoner also paid- several visits to Mr WASSERMYiNti of the Royal Exch
and discussed with him various financia 	 S eamship
Concession which he had acquired from a
a certain Ca t WEISS manufacturer Of muqt In 1934 WEISS who lived
in UXDRIDG-7 With hios En7lish 9.-175.7,7127Prieener were to have been neidilopurs,

az_acsiqp.iatalag.Q. iALREDON,

ab Prisoner wanted to buy a house there. He did not do so, however, as the
house was too large..

As far as Prisoner remembers, he again met SCHARFF only on his arrival
and departure from SOUTHANZTON and he also points out that their meetings'
were only brief and that the conversation was usually about business.

As Prisoner had only succeeded in obtaining about S240 in cash, he was
obliged to return to HAI:OURG after only four weeks in LONDON. On his return
he continued working as rep of various small firms, the names of which he
cannot remember. He returned toffidaimZEDLin Feb 39 and was searched and .
questioned by the British immigration authorities for some considerable time
before he was allowed to pass thrrOuh the barrier, where he was met by Miss.
DARGEL (See Appendix 11), 'After visiting DARGEL in_allggNaTil he went to

0.--z --LONDON to visit the DIF. 'He had again obtained some patents for Mr PAGET,
whom he met on several occasions. During conversation, Prisoner also told
PAGET about his being searched and questioned by the immigration authorities;
PAGET asked Prisoner to let him know if this should recur, promising that if
it did, ho would ask his uncle, Sir Samuel HOARE, to intervene.

•
Through Mr PAGET, Prisoner was. introduced to several Jewish emigrants

.from . G-E,:iy, amongst whom he remembers Raman HELLER from VIENNA, Herr
SCHENKER of SCHENKER & Co, and Herr FEUCHTWANG a banker rem BERLIN. Be
also haI discussions with Mr CAVEITDER and Mr WA25ERMANN regarding the
DAI\TUDE Steamship Concession.

Prisoner also visited his customers who bought his sausages and
mustard and of whom he remembers the following:-

Charing Cross Hotel and other rly hotels , in LONDON.
Various shops in Charlotte St.
GAMAGES.
STITPRIDGES.
FORTNUM & MASON.
AR:.a" NAVY STORES.
LYONS & Co, Cadby Hall.

Prisoner returIto to HAMDURG in Mar 39 nnd did not visit ENGLAND
again.	

•

o0o
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PRISONER'S CONNECTIONS WITH SCHARPF, DARGEL AND KRAFFT

1. Prisoner firmly denies that he was in any way implicated in SCHARPF's
alleged espionage activities. He claims to have met him cn a conmercial and
social basis only; and the actual purpose of keeping in contact with SCI-L-aeb`
(whom he considered uneducated, ill-behaved and self-indulgent) was his
good connections.. Those gave Prisoner his initial introduction to ENGLAND
and the opportunity to use the German Consulate in SOUTHAMPTON as his
mailing address, which he found useful for his business in the UK.

Prisoner states that SCHARPF showed a surprisingly persistent interest
in his business connections inMirGLA.ND. Prisoner, who knew that SCHARR
was an ardent Nazi, was afraid that he wanted to enquire into his commercial
and social contacts with several prominent Jewish 6migr6s in LONDON. When
SCHAFQF tried to justify his interest in Prisoner's activities by showing
him an oval-shaped SS• badge under his lapel, Prisoner told him that there
wore certain matters which he could not discuss with anybody. Prisoner
emphasises, however, that this remark had no foundation, and was meant.
only to put an end to SCHARPF's constant enquiries into his affairs.
Prisoner met SCI-LRPF only on his arrival in or departure from SOUTHAMPTON,
or on the few' occasions when SCHAVI-10 visited him in LONDON.

While Prisoner was in ENGLAND in 'summer 37, SCHAEIT wanted him to meet
a certain Miss DARGEL, a very wealthy .. woman, who SCHAEPF though would be a
suitable_W:ife . foi.-Prisoner. Prisoner,hiowever, -dIA7nol7th-iii:havc iaaia-ent

...- -6'r interest to meet DARGEL.. In autumn of the following year he.
received a letter frcm•SCHARPF asking him to look up DARGEL in DERLIN, where
she was staying with her brother near- the HOHENZO1WERNDAM station see
Para 14-)•

In May 39, a few months after, his last visit to ENGLAND, Prisoner
received a letter from SCT..L.'1.R.DF tolling him of his expulsion from ENGLAND.
At that time SCHAPPF was living with his father at STUTTGART, Fischerstr 10.

At end 41 or beg 42, while Prisoner was stationed in HANOVER, he
received a telephone call from SCHARPF, who was than in the GAF Signals 	 .
Service at HUSUM. Prisoner does not remember the gist of their conversation.

j/ he was about tc go on leave to PARIS, and arranged to meet SCHARFF there.
On a later occasion SCHARFF	 thatphoned once - more. Prisoner told him

/ During Prisoner's visit to PARIS, where he stayed at the Ambassadeurs Hotel,
SCHAEPF introduced him to an Argentine diplomat named FERNANDEZ, whom
SCHARFF had previously met in ENGLAND. Prisoner and SCHARFF stayed in
PARIS for about five days before returning to their units.

. While Prisoner was stationed in HODURG, SCHARFF phoned him on one
occasion and asked him to gat him transferred to FRANCE. Prisoner was
unable to do anything for him and after that he had nc further contact
with SCHARFF.

2. Prisoner's Meetin with RITTE and his subse uont Introduction to DARGMC?
Prisoner states that he first met RITTER (ex-Prisoner DIC,CCG(DE))

some time in spring 38, when RITTER gave a lecture on the USA to a number
of Reserve Offrs, includin Prisoner, at the Genkdo HAMBURG. He finished
his lecture by asking all offrs present who had business connections in
ENGLLND to contact him, if they were about to travel to ENGLAND or if they
had any infm of Abw interest. After this, Prisoner and RITTER-met socially
on a few occasions, and also in 'the Genkdo HAMBURG, where Prisoner often
visited his friend Obstlt TIEMANN of II D.

SECRET /II



Prisoner thinks that after he received the letter from SCHARFF in
autumn 38, asking him to look up DARGEL in BERLIN, he told.RITTER about
it.. RITTER was interested from an Ahw point of view and asked Prisoner

• to arrange a . meeting. As Prisoner had to go to BERLIN on business 'shortly
'afterwards (end Oct . 38 ?), he decided to visit DARGE;1 He arrived to find
that she was about to return, to the UK by car, and he accepted an invitation
to acccmpany her to HANOVER. Prisoner believes that he 'arranged by telephone
for RITTER to meat them in HANOVER.'

• Prisoner met RITTER in HANOVER at KR6PKE's Restaurant, in the company
of RITTER's brother and another person, probably Lt SCHARSCHMIDT (I L Ast
HAMBURG). DARGEL was waiting in the BUrgerbr:iukeller and eventually they
all went to the Rote Miihle, Prisoner does not know whether RITTER tried to
recruit DARGEL for Abw work, DARGEL Centinued her journey the same evening
and Prisoner and RITTER travelled to HAMBURG together.

At beg Feb 39, while Prisoner was still in HAMBURG, he received an
invitation from DARGEL to visit her and her mother in BOURNEMOUTH. When
he arrived in SOUTHAMPTON shortly afterwards, he was surprised to find
DARGEL waiting with her car at the quayside. Prisoner states that he had
not informed her of his arrival, as he did not intend to visit her until
after his visit to LONDON, and he can therefore only suggest that SCHARPF.
must have told DARGEL of his movements. He always kept SCHARFF- Informed of
his arrival in UK.

DARGEL insisted that Prisoner should accompany her to BOURNEMOUTH as
her guest and Prisoner reluctantly accepted the invitation. In BOURNEMOUTH
he met Mrs KRAFFT, her 'adoptive mother ,' for the first time. He stayed with
them only for a few days, however, as he disapproved of the relations between
DARGEL and Mrs KRAFFT. When Prisener was returning to GERMANY in Mar 39
he met DARGEL and KRAFFT on the ship in SOUTHAMPTON. As far as Prisoner
remembers, DARGEL intended to visit' her brother in BERLIN.

Prisoner cannot give any further infra on DARGEL and KT, whom he
did not meet again.

The circumstances of Prisoner's meeting with RITTER and subsequent
-introduction to DARGEL have been confirmed by RITTER, who adds that when
he met DARGEL in. HANOVER he asked her to look him up in HAMBURG , if she was
interested, inAbw work. DARGEL contacted him , after her expulsion from
ENGLAND. DLRGEL did not tell RITTER of her expulsion and she was at first
taken on as a "Forscher".and her case git-en to Lt SCHARS=DT ( T L Ast
HAMBURG), who acquired a small cottage for her and her adoptive mother in the
outskirts eT HALI3URG. Shortly afterwards RITTER learned of DARGELls
expulsion and immediately dropped her. Later, SCHARSCHMIDT got her an •
office job in HAMBURG and some time in winter 39 she went to BERLIN to work
as secretary in the German Air Ministry.

RITTER states that SCHARSCHMIDT left the Abw after only a few months'
service and went to the RHINELAND as FUrsorgeeffz. RITTER does net know
his present whereabouts.

o0o
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•PRISONER'S ADW ACTIVITIES

A. AST HAMBURG

	

1,	 Prisoner states that he was called, up for military service on 5 . Jun 39
and sent to Gen Kao HAMBURG, who immediately posted him to Ast HAMBURG (at
that time called Gruppe 11c AO) under Mai i G1T,UNTHIN. Shortly afterwards
Prisoner was assigned to Referat.I L under • Hptm RITTER, under whom he
received his initial Abw training.

D. AST.KIEL

2. Prisoner was posted to Ast KIEL on 15 Jul 39. The Leiter of at XIEL
at that time was Korv Nap von HUHLENDAHL. Prisoner was assigned tcReferat
I M under Nap Lt Dr ROTH.

3. Contacts Abroad via Neutral Countries 

During this time Prisoner tried unsuccessfully to make Contacts thrtugh
neutral countries with BRITAIN and AMERICA in order to gain infM on their

,Air Forces. Prisoner installed Lanawirtschaftsrat Carl SCHOTTEN in. PL6N
as a recruiter of Danish V-men, but this man met with no success. .Prisoner
also made contact with a Germalihorse dealer, who used to bring SHETLND
ponies from BRITAIN to GERMLNY. It was Prisoner's idea to send this man to
DRITAIN as an agent, but the plan eventually fall through.

. 4. Contacts Abrcad throw;h Personal Friends 

Prisoner went to HAMBURG several times, tryin to make contacts with
friends who had good connections in DRIT.LIN • and USA.

He remembers the following people in whom he confided:-
Dr Walter MOSICH, solicitor, HAMDURG 9 (committed suicide);
Heinrich WOITH, trader, Saderstr, HAMDURG (killed in an air raid);
Obst TIEMANN, Gen Kdo X, HAMDURG (shipping official).
Prisoner states that he never obtained any infm through these

potential sources. WOITH's special task was visiting the dock areas,
restaurants and caf6s frequentea.by international variety artists, with a
view to recruiting them as agents. Prisoner was put in touch with a number
of actors and actresses after his transfer o DERLIN, but these contacts
proved to be unsuitable.

5.	 Other Duties

Prisner was responsible for the card-indexing of int reports from
FesteHorchstelle h in HUSUM and for the evaluation of newspaper cuttings
from Swedish,Ncrwegian, Danish and Finnish papers.

DaronesS von SEESEN

Prisoner States that when he was returning in summer 39 fram VIENNA
where he had tried in vain to contact a former business colleague, Hans .
LLNGE, whom he wanted to recruit as a Forscher, he accidentally made the
acquaintance . of Dareness von SEESEN, who was on her way to SCOTLAND, Where
she intended to visit her daughter and some old friends. Prisoner,, who
introduced himself as Dr Friedrich DAUER, Succeeded in recruiting her as 	 .
Forscher, and she was also given  the task of collecting infm on shipping
movements in TaIRSO and in KIMMLL, LYNESS and STROMNESS in the ORKNEYS.
In addition, she was asked to collect infm on 'airfields under construction.
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Von SEESEN .returned shortly before the war with fairly good results on
airfield and shipping in the ORKNEYS. She also had some photographs of
harbours installations at KIRKWALL and STROINESS. Prisoner is certain that
she was not equipped with a WT set.

Von SEESEN lived in a gocd-class private hotel in BERLIN, Joachimthaler
Str, Pension Rittmeister von. WEISSENBORN. Prisoner. later wanted to get in
touch with her, but was told at the hotel that she had left. He later
heard that she had been killed in a railway accident, but he was unable to .
verify this.

7.) SC=ADER

Prisoner first met Fri SCHRADER in 1927 in =BURG, where she was
working as secretary in the GARTMANN chocolate factory. During the next

' years she was an intimate friend of Prisoner. In Jul/Aug 39, after Prisoner
had joined the Abw, he . intended to use her address in H..i".MURG-KIMN PLOD
(exact address forgotten) as a cover •address, but as SCHRADER was unwilling
to have anything to do With the GIS, he gave up the idea. Prisoner denies
having used SCHRADER on int work in ENGLAND, where, according to Prisoner,
she has never been'

8. Transfer to Ast BERLIN

As a result of various disagreements with ROTH, Prisoner 'was trans-
ferred to Ast III BERLIN on 9. Oct 39.

C. AST BERLIN

9.•	 Here, Prisoner worked under the Leiter of the Ast, Obst DRUSSATIS,
and the Leiter I, Obstlt ROSENTRETER, who was also Referent

After several weeks of inactivity he was given the following tasks:-
a) Interviewing and rooruiting German business men for int assignments

abroad.
b) Recruiting of variety artists for int assignments abroad.
.c)	 The establishment of good relations with foreign diplomats with the

 of obtaining infra of int value. 	 \ •

10. Recruiting of Business Men

In this task,. Prisoner collaberated.with Hptm 	 a colleague
in Abw III. The Ast was always kept informed by the -WegiEjeldeFMter of
persons intending to travel abroad. On some pretext such a person was
visited in his office or at some other suitable place. If the person
proved to be agreeable and suitable, he was given a small task. and was also
asked to find, amongst his acquaintances abroad, a recruiter of agents for

• the 1;2ow.. Prisoner states that, on the whole, these people were mostly
unsuitable for Abw work, but they were nevertheleze asked in the interest
of the Reich to pay attention to anything which could possibly be of Lbw
interest. Prisoner prepared a summary of each interview, which . Was submitted
to the Ast Loiter. Details of the meeting were entered in the diary.. •
In the case of poro ,.ne returning from abroad by Lioraft, Prisoner was
immediately infomod by. the Lufthansa. Prisoner. -omembers the following
persons brought to hir, notice through the'Wehrmelaeamt or the OKW.

)	 TEIGEN

. This man, who ,;ravelled from time to time co, business to :.,, T EN, was
brought to Prisoner's notice by the 	 During Pris• Aer's activity
in BERLIN, he travelled at least six times 'to SWEDEN With the .byealaermSsiOk,
producing a report en his journey on ec‘ch occasion. The repc- ,;s consisted
of general observations on S-7.-sh customs and police control , TEIGEN
lived. somewhere near ORANIENBURG.

b) August BREUER

Prisoner contacted BREUER through the Welarmeldeamt, B:e Ems, ,a. Ggmnaa
who lived wi th his parents in GRO-DIFYLT,T) and hdd a publishiAg business in
BERLIN. His brother' wassaid to be manager of a chemical or paint factory.
in PARIS and a third brother was serving in the Ausw Amt. BRETERmade
several journeys to PARIS, but produced no useful infm. Prisoner is of the
opinion that BREUER was an .opportunist working only for his own comfort.

• /iii
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Johannes (?) SCHL‘..2DT

Through BREUER, Prisoner met SCI-DT, a German merchant Who had lived
in ZiGLAND until shortly before the war and was said to be married to an
Englishwoman in LONDON. He had left ENGLAND for HOLLAND, where he had
waited quite a long time for his wife. As she aid not appear, he went to
BERLIN to live with his old sisters, who had some property in the Kaiser
Alice. SCHNIDT claimed to know a Dutchman in HOD whe would be in a
posn to establish some good contacts in ENGLAND. Prisoner wished this man
to be sent to ENGLAND at the expense of the Abw; nothing came of the matter,
however, as he could not get a British visa. The connection with SCHNIDT
was then broken off.

d) Hans (?) LODE

Prisoner contacted LOIBE, a commercial rep, through the. lehrme1deamt4
He had several...good ccnnectione in HOLLAND, who seemed Suitable to operate
as . agents in ENGLAND. None of them, however, succeeded in getting a British
visa. Prsoner is under the impression that LOIDE, who W 8 sent to HOLLAND
twice was only interested in dealing in the black market. The reports
andPinsvalictke submitted were mostly fictitious and Prisoner dropped hiti
LOIDE lived somewhere in BERLIN-SCHONEDERG.

e) Hans Karl MYLLER

017,712 really worked only for Obstlt ROSENTRETER when Prisoner first
came to BERLIN. He was married, with several children and was a business
eland MULLER showed himself willing to work for Prisoner's, department and,
as he travelled to HOLLAND frequently and had good connections there,
Prisoner had high hopes of him, but it soon became Clear that HULLER was
primarily interested in his business and in sending food to GERUNY.
Prisoner eventually decided to drop him.

P) Dr RCCK

•Prisoner states that he devoted.a great deal of time to this man, a
dentist by profession i who had invented a new type of synthetio'fill.ing.
prisoner got to know ROCK 'through the Wehrmeldeamt and he prevented him
.being called up, as ROCK was still working on his inventions' It was his
idea that when hie invention was ready for produCtion„ which was likely to
be soon, the Abw would control the sending of raps abroad, as well as the.
export of the material, and thus create a network cf . agents. Prisoner
does not know Ahat eventually happened to ROCK as he had to leave the. AbW,
but he later heard that ROCK and his wife had been unmasked aS impostors wia
had been imprisoned. ROCK lived in TELTOW.

g) Bela BAUMA

This man, a Hungarian, was the rep of an international directory firm
(HQ in LONDON for GERMANY, SWITZERLAND and HUNGARY. Prisoner had heard
that his printing firm, which was run by some friends or relatives of his wife,
a Jewess, intended to sell their interests to SWITiERLAND. It was intended
to buy these interests for the Abw and appoint Abw agents as reps, but, after
negotiations in SWITZERLAND, BOMA returned and asked for an' exaggerated
price amounting to several t)--eusand pounds sterling. NO agreement was
reached and contact with DAM was dropped.

(1.„e h) Horst OBERMULMR

The OKW brought to Prisoner's notice a certLLn Horst =ROLM, a
director of an important oil section in the Fuel Av. He was a former
naval officer. One of his former acquaintances, ..no Prisoner believes was
a British journalist of Lithuanian origin, had we tten to him from
SWITZERLAND, and 0BERMULT7R accordingly offered, ith the assistance of
the Abw, to go to SWITZERLAND to meet this man CI possibly extract some
infm of int value from him. After many difficultees, a medical certificate
was obtained in spring 41 permitting OBERMULTNR to travelto SWTTZEILOW'for
health reasons. According to Prisoner, OBERMULLER wrote 4te a. capprvhola-
sive report after his return, which described the attitude of certain British
offr circles towards GERMANY. Prisoner deduced from the report that peace
feelers would have been welcomed by some British circles, if there were
-suitable party in GERMANY to put them forward. ODERMULLER's report was
sent atraight to the OKW in its original form. Prisoner did not see
ODERMUIR again.
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i) Avraan BLIJITOGLOV

• Shortly afterwards, Prisoner was given the task of looking after a
Turk (possible Greek) named Avraan DIHITOGLW, who had formerly lived
with his wife in DRESDEN, where he had a cigarette factory. He came into
conflict with the local Gauleiter, MUTSCEIT.ANN, and was expelled. He
subsequently moved to ATHENS with his wife.

As DIMITOGLOV was said to have an exceptionally geed knowledge, of, the
harbours of the BLACK SEA and the surrounding territery;-Obstlt ROSENTRETER
intended tc. empley him against RUSSIA. On the instructions of the Ausw
Amt, DIIIITOGLOV wt, s allowed by the Embassy in ATHENS to come to GERMANY.

. The intention was to employ DIhITOGLOV as a Meldekepf in TURKEY against
RUSSIA, but as ITTSCLIANN was net to be informed of this journey, DraToczov
was allowed to stay for four weeks only and had to leave befcre ROSENTRETER
had had time to train him and give him specific tasks. As Prisoner was
responsible for looking after him during his stay in GERUANY, he also had
to arrange for his return journey. Prisoner succeeded after much difficulty
in sending him to VARNA in BULGARIA, and believes that from there he went
to TURKEY. Prisoner was not able to arrange for him to return to ATHENS.

j) Emil ALBRECHT

In HAMBURG, Prisoner met an old friend of his from the last war, Emil
.ALDRECHT living in Papauer Str. Although very strongly opposed in their
political views, they were none tht less friends. Prisoner confided to
him his dutiea in BERLIN and asked him to find him Forscher. Prisoner.
states, however, that ALDRECHT was tmabsorbed in his business, and he
obtained no results from him.

11. Recruitine .of Variety Artists	 .0[
In his search for artists of internatio 1 repute who might be employed

as agents, Prisoner employed a certain WOITH (see parm 4). From time to
time, WOITH sent him long lists of addresses in HAMBURG, Prisoner went
there on several occasions to interview these artists, but never found a
suitable person. Although he became acquainted with Rosita SERRA.N0, • Margot
SYNC, Hans JUNCKER1,1ANN and the dancine pair RUTH and USET, he was never
able to devote adequate time to fostering these connections, and no results
were obtained.

12. Contacts With Foreign Diplomats 

. Prisoner states that another of his tasks . was to establish good
relations with foreign diplomats with the object of obtaining infra of int
value; in this he maintains he was quite unsuccessful. The original idea
was to pick up all possible infra from such persons either through women.or
directly, and tocstablish a close acquaintance with them In order to get
visas and passnorts for agents in return for a suitable reward.

The first foreign diplomat whom Prisoner met was the former Chilean
.Consul in BREMEN and HAMBURG, DA COSTABAL. Prisoner believes that hiS
attention was drawn te him by the currency office in.HA.MURG, since COSTADAL
had•cammitted serious currency 'offences and was about to be expelled.
cA COSTA111,;) was summoned to BERLIN and it was explained to him that the
confiscation of his prcperty would be held in abeyance if he undertook -
to supply the Abw with infra on production figures of the CURTISS Works,
in the USA, where he was said to have good connections, and on the
instructors and flying personnel for the aircraft produced at the works.
In return for this, COSTAL was to be allowed to keep half of his property.
Prisoner states that COSTADAL agreed to the proposal, but was never heard
of again after he left GERMLNY in 1941.

DA COSTABAL introuced Prisoner to Rasita SERRANO, through whom he
met the Chilean . Ambassader, Col BARROS, and the Mexican Consul General in
HAHDURG, G3ED2A. Prisoner also became acquainted with the Liberian
representative, Mr CAII'DELL, but he does nct remember the exact circumstances.

In order to entertain the Consular representatives of the Central and
South American states Whom he had ,eet to know, Prisoner tried to obtain a
certain villa in the Kronprinzen Alice, but the OKW did not give their
official consent because the plan was to expensive.
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.13.. Agents intended for AFRICA

In summer 40, Prisoner heard. for the first time of the intention of the
aur to send agents • to AFRICA, when he was instructed to acquaint himself
thoroughly with the African sphere and to consider the possibilities and
ways of obtaining air int there. He was also instructed to look after the
aam side of agents intended for AFRICA. He came into contact witlithe
following agents:-

a -a)	 Von KOTZE 
L.,-1'

- Prisoner states that the first agent allotted to him in late sUMmer or
early autumn 40 was Friedrich Karl (?). on KOTZE. He does not remember
exactly how he first came into contact with KOTZE, but he believes it was
through a former female secmtary of the arw, Els SECHTEM, who apparently
knew KOTZE well. ; KOTZE waa said to be married to a daughter of a former .
Australian sheep farmer in RHODESIA; and was then liVing in the•Bavarian
quarter of BERLIN in the house of a Herr FRANTZIUS, .

Von KOTZE was trained in WT procedure by Ast STETTIN, where. he stayed
for several months until early summer 41(‘6 He later received special WT •
trE at STAHNSDORF. He was instructed in the use of secret inks by Hptm •
WERNICKE and by the au itself in microphotography, receiving apprepriate
photographic apparatus and a short-wave transmitter, He was to take the
camera with him; the transmitter was to be first sent to POR,TUGL, whence
onward transport was to be arranged by the 6KW. • V6n KOTZE t s assignment
was te establish himself in CAPETOWN or some other suitable place as a
dealer in skins and to start a Meldekopf, He was to recruit agents himself
aszoorvashewas established, Prisoner states that the most difficult part was
to get a Sout:i African Passport. For this purpose, it was decided. to give
him ,t 1000 and sena him to SOUTH AFRICA via ARGENTINA, where he was to buy .
a,passport. In ARaENTINA he was also to contact a . friend of his, the owner
of a large slaughterheuSe and vast herds of cattle, He was then to arrange
his own journey to SOUTH AFRICA from there, if possible as commercial ,
representative of his Argentine friend. He was later to collet a.WT set
from an agent (name unkriewn). in LOURENCO MARQUES. A passage was booked for
him man aircraft of the Italian LATI Line ana he left ROME in May 41,

Prisoner states that he knows only the assignMents given tc,.VOn KOTZE

by I L, but he thinks that Obst Lt R08ENTRETER probably gave him other
.assignments.	 •

His duties wore to report the following-
i) . Chief RAF locations in the Union of SOUTH AFRICA,
ii) Location of trs camps, .
iii)What auxiliary personnel (Australians, Canadians, etc) were being

trained in these camps and in what subjects. 	 •
iv) Types and number of trg aircraft,
v) What harbours in SOUTH AFRICA were being used for RiS'suppliets.

. •vi) What airfields were being used for RAP supplies,'
1NW What supplies were being accumulated.
(viii)What factries were making aircraft pdrts in SOUTH AFRICA, Location .

and number of workers, 	 .
(ix) Which air route to the NORTH was used from SOUTH AFRICA and whidh were

the principal airfields:
(x) To what extent the-US Air Force was using South African installations.

Von KOTZE had to memorise all these questions. It was anticipated that he
should be in contact with STAHNSTORF after three months. -Prisoner, who
left about a month lat'er, heard .nothing more about him.

Prisoner claims that during this period he started to write a novel
entitled "Was ich als Dr B erlebte", relating the adventures of an Abw offr
in CHERBOURG and in . ENGLAND, and that he read extracts of this novel to von
KOTZE, whom he often invited to his flat in BERLIN. Prisoner states that
he has forgotten the gist of the story, which he never finished, but he
thinks it quite possible • that von KOTZE wrongly assumed that Dr B was in
fact none other than Prisoner-himself (Prisoner had not been-atimulated by
-any suggestion that Von KOTZE had given infm on his activities, when he made
this statement).	 . .	 •
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extraction and of Belgian nationality. This man was intended fcx the
DELGIAN CONGO. Prisoner, however, never dealt directly with him and he was
tbld when, after two or threee days' trg, KOPPER did not turn up again, that
he had been dropped, as he was Unsuitable for the task. Prisoner believes
that he had been employed until the outbreak of the war in some Belgian
copper mines.

c) Dr J.:INOSZ 

. At beg May 41, Prisoner was instructed to go to BUDAPEST to
interview a certain Hungarian, 'Dr JANOSZ, with the object of recruiting him
as an agent.

Prisoner, who does not know how this man was actually discovered was
told that, if JANOSZ should prove suitable and willing, he was to bring him
back to BERLIN to discuss further details. JANOSZ, whom Prisoner met at the
DANUBE Hotel in DUMP-EST, proved to be a most willing candidate and shortly
afterwards he and his wife accompanied Prisoner to BERLIN.

It was intended to employ JANOSZ as chief V-man and observer on the
road running through the northern part of BELGIAN CONGO to EGYPT, but during
the ensuinJ7 discussion JANOSZ made heavy demands. He requested a sum of
money for fiis wife, to be paid in advance, equivalent to his private income
for the preceding year, viz about RM 2,400 a month. In addition, he wanted
a second case of sureical instruments, as he intended to go out as a mission
doctor, a pcsn which he had held many years before in the CONGO. He also
wanted to be paid in advance for twe journeys, one to BRUSSELS and one to the
Pepe in ROME. Prisoner states that these conditions were too. costly for the
OKW and Dr JANUSZ was dro pped. He and his wife travelled back to DUDAPEST
and Prisoner never heard of him again.

d) DECKERS and JACQUELINE

Prisoner states that in Feb 41, on the orders of the IOW, he was given
the task of collecting a certain DECKERS from BRUSSELS. As far as Prisoner
remembers, DECKERS was a chemist or a dispenser by profession, who lived in
PARIS. Prisoner spent a few days in BRUSSELS but, owing to various complic-
ations, was not able to take DECKERS away. DECKERS was later brought . to
BERLIN. He was given WT trg at his boarding house (see para 14). As far as
Prisoner knows, DECKERS was a former Government employee in the CONGO', and
the plan was to use him as a Meldekopf in the neighbourhood of the road
through the Northern part of the CONGO to EGYPT. He was to be equipped with
a WT transmitter. The agr ordered him to proceed via PORTUGAL and LOANDA
to MA'.:2ADI; a route which Prisoner considered dangerous on account of the
close watch kept by the British Navy.

It was later decided that DECKERS . should travel with JACQUELINE, a
young. Frenchwoman from PARIS who had been picked from a women l s prison for
Abw work. Prisoner does not know any details. JACQUELINE was to work with
DECKERS, but he refused to • onsent to this. As JACQUELINE prefed to be
unreliable and untruthful, it was decided to send her back to the women's
prison in BERLIN.

Prisoner states that he did not see DECKERS after 13 . Jun.41, when he
was sent to Ast r:IANOVBE, but heard later that in SPAIN he had escaped from
the of ft whom ROSENTRETER had ordered to accompany him until he sailed.

14. MECKLENBURG

Prisoner states that a. certain T1SCKLENBURG owned a boarding house on
the KurfUrstendam, named 1711211,71.1k or something similar, in which Abw III
were able to accommodete various agents without reporting them to the
police. Here Prisoner accunmedated foreign agents such as JJUNTOSZy DIMITOGLOV
and DECKERS. Prisoner never met IIECKLENBURC- personally.
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asiu quarrels
with Ohs tit DRUSSATIS he was told that he would be discharged ,from the
Abw. On 13 Jun 41 he was given a temporary posting to Ast HANOVER.Abw
III under Obstlt FICHT, His Referatsloiter Maj Prof LEVIN from GOTTINGEN
University instructed him in Abw III work. Prisoner eventually did
investigation of cases of political subversion and sabotage. He states
that he never dealt with any important cases while he was in HANOVER. In
Sep 42 he was assigned to Ic Luftgau IX HAMDURG and his connection with the
Abw ceased,
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